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With the global pandemic  spreading across most of Europe we needed to be pre-
pared for any situation or outbreak that came our way.  The team had two goals in 
mind, develop more negative pressure rooms within the facility and to provide a 
screening area  for staff and patients to be seen prior to entering the facility. 

The goal was to effectively and efficiently increase the negative pressure room ca-

pacity throughout the Hospital in the event more rooms where needed.  At the first 

onset of COVID-19 the Facilities 

team outfitted two classrooms 

that could house up to patients 

each while providing world class 

care.   

The method behind the design was to create a rapid response negative pressure 

room that would give the facility increased capability while maintaining proper  Air 

Changes Per Hour for renovations of existing buildings.  The idea was to have an 

anti-chamber for the nurses and staff to be given the opportunity to change into 

PPE while keeping the virus out of the common areas of the Hospital.  An SOP was 

developed with a step-by-step guide on how to set up the room and what equip-

ment will be needed.    

In coordination with the local SeaBee Battalion we procured two A-Frame tents.  

We constructed and organized each tent for contingency COVID patient screening.  

Once the tent was here and erected, additional services where delivered to the tent 

to continue the concept of world class care.  The tent provided not only Heat and A/

C but was equipped with 24 hour lighting and internet services for provides to input 

patient information and upkeep of records.  

In total the negative pressure rooms provided a major shift if the facilities capability 

to house patients who require a negative pressure room.  After the initial set up of 

three quad rooms, the facilities team continued to push for negative pressure capa-

bility in Dental, the Emergency Room, and more permeant screening area in medi-

cal home port.  The tents provided the hospital with the screening capability need-

ed in order to keep the virus out of the facility and are still erected for emergency 

situations. 

We have been able to sustain the pre-screening tent through the help of the local 

Seabee Battalion , they come over and test or refuel the emergency generators that 

provide the power and lights to the tents.  The negative pressure rooms have be-

come part of a daily operational check on the exhaust machines.  Since the begin-

ning of the pandemic we have ordered three new exhaust machines to assist us in 

battling this pandemic.  After successful creation of these rooms we are capable of 

setting up other rooms throughout the hospital in support of clinical care or facility 

needs. 

The second goal was to install a 

temporary tent outside of the 

main hospital in order to screen 

and test for COVID-19 without 

bringing potentially infected per-

sonnel into the building.  The 

screening are would need to be 

equipped with power and AC/

Heat. 

UFC 4-510-01 Design of Medical Military Facilities. 

https://www.cdc.gov/infectioncontrol/guidelines/environmental/background/

air.html#box5  

https://www.cdc.gov/infectioncontrol/guidelines/environmental/appendix/

air.html#tableb1 

COVID-19 Screening tent and waiting area. 


